2000 volkswagen golf headlights

Autos helped make these videos. The video above shows you to replace the headlight in your
Volkswagen Golf. Changing both headlight bulbs on your Golf at the same time will allow both
bulbs to have the same intensity and prevent the new headlight bulb from appearing brighter
than the bulb on the opposite side. In some Volkswagens, the highbeam is the same bulb as the
headlight and it is possible for the highbeam to work, but the headlight be burnt out even if they
are the same bulb and vise versa. Some Volkswagens have high intensity discharge headlights,
sometimes referred to as xenon lights. These bulbs have a very high voltage that runs through
them, even if the battery is disconnected. If your Golf has this type of bulb, we do not
recommend that you attempt to change it yourself. When you change the headlight on your
Golf, it is important to not touch the glass part of the bulb with your fingers because the oil from
your fingertips will cause that part of the bulb to burn hotter, which significantly shortens the
life of the bulb. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things
on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars
on the road. If your battery has green or white cruddy deposits, it is probably not getting
enough juice from and will likely wear out sooner. Car companies often use the same engines in
different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars.
Checking the windshield washer fluid. There's no reason to check the washer fluid level without
adding some - see how to do it here! Add antifreeze. Low coolant levels is all to common - top
yours up today. Be cool under pressure. Your coolant should perform well under any condition just like Aaron Rodgers! Clean the gunk off of your battery. See all videos for the Volkswagen
Golf. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Would you like
to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to
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Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Featuring a bright white light using blue cap bulb and blue glass coating, Philips
CrystalVision ultra headlight bulb is an excellent style upgrade to your ride while maintaining
safety on the road. It matches the style o We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Headlight Bulb part. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Light Source. Bulb Type. Recommended Use. Beam Color. Shop Volkswagen
Golf Headlight Bulb. Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add
to cart. Some vehicles may use a specific manufacturer supplied adapter to the H7 bulb, please
reuse this adapter upon installing new bulb. Fits vehicles with Halogen headlights, will not work
with HID headlights. Some vehicles may use a specific manufacturer supplied adapter to the H7
bulb, please reuse this adapter upon installing new bulb Quantity Sold : Sold individually Bulb
Type : H7 Bulb Type Warranty : 1-year Replacement unlimited-mileage warranty. Part Number:
A1R Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers.
Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts th Based in Southern Ca Feb 22, Good service, thanks. Allan Marter.
Purchased on Feb 05, Jan 27, Fast shipping, exactly what I ordered no hassle. Joshua Gartrell.
Purchased on Jan 11, Dec 28, Very good I can see percent better thanks. Lyles Lyles. Purchased
on Dec 11, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If
your headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing
Bulb. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Having no good
visual access of the road is a typical cause of vehicular accidents. For a Volkswagen Golf,

having a pair of headlights which give good performance is always necessary. The illumination
provided by Volkswagen golf headlights serve very essential job in ensuring safe and efficient
travel. In cases wherein the stark darkness lays zero visibility due to some ecological aspects,
they light the road ahead and make the vehicle visible from others all at the same time. Without
them or with them improperly functioning, a motorist has very minimal possibility to actually get
through a very dark place without losing the right track and bumping or running through
something. Like all other headlight, the Volkswagen Golf headlights are attached in front of the
vehicle, on its panel assembly. Most headlights are of sealed beam construction type, which
often feature reflectors, filaments and special lenses fused together into an airtight unit. Their
construction is operational only with the help of prongs that fit into a wiring socket where
electrical current goes through for powering. Those prongs and wirings are simple circuits
which drivers themselves can remove and reinstall. Volkswagen Golf headlights can be found in
various kinds, wherein the halogen type is the most popular. This one's a headlight that has the
capacity to provide good illumination with which the halogen component also known as the
pressurized gas fills the bulb. Performance headlights are also available, one of which is the
delay headlight. A Volkswagen Golf delay headlight would let the vehicle have its lights
illuminating within about 30 seconds after turning off the ignition. Their impressive jobs can be
enhanced by adding up Volkswagen Golf headlight accessories such as black plastic headlight
covers also known as blackout look. Golf owners can also accentuate them with the use of
headlight colors like the ultra white Xenon. Today, different manufacturers are continuously
devising ways to develop more types of efficient-working headlights, and by that time,
Volkswagens would then be also using them for maximum road visibility. The Golf headlights
that usually come in different designs, colors, shapes, materials and elements used would
become more sophisticated. Customers can find them as OEM, factory and custom Volkswagen
headlights, the came with the headlight accessories. But no matter how stylish the design is, or
how special their engineering is, always remember that all of them are fragile, thus requires
careful handling. Unfortunately, installing HID bulbs is not as easy as screwing them onto the
headlights. Instead of filaments, these Xenon filled HID bulbs have two electrodes that form an
electrical arc, igniting the gas to form plasma. This initial ignition requires a large amount of
electricity, something that regular headlight assemblies can't provide. HID capable headlights
come with ballasts that increase the voltage of the electricity going into the Xenon bulb, giving
it an electrical spike to start the electrical arc between the two electrodes. Without this ballast,
HID bulbs will not get a chance to start. Changing the headlight bulbs of a Golf should not be
much of a problem. The Volkswagen Golf headlight assembly can be accessed through the
engine compartment. A few components like the battery may have to be removed to give a
person room to work. Removing the plastic cover and the headlight plate cover will finally
provide access to the bulb, which must be unplugged before being removed. The old light bulb
can now be replaced with a new one before reassembling the headlights and the components of
the engine compartment. Headlight light bulbs usually decline at a steady rate. After one light
bulb goes out, the other one may soon follow. The light given off by the by old bulbs may also
be dimmer than newer ones, resulting in uneven lighting if just one bulb is replaced. Same thing
goes for plastic and acrylic headlight lenses. The material of makes up these lenses degrade
over time, turning yellow or cloudy which affects the quality of light emitted by the bulbs.
Replacing just one headlight will also result in the same uneven lighting. When changing
headlights, the best choice would always be to replace both. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh
to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Volkswagen Golf Headlight. Select your
vehicle year. Refine by:. Headlight part. Recommended Use. Light Source. Quantity Sold.
Product Fit. Shop Volkswagen Golf Headlight. Showing 1 - 15 of 19 results. Display item:. Sort
by:. Part Number: V Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part
Number: RV Part Number: R Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 19 results. Volkswagen Golf
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views. Feb 02, Headlight for VW golf. Great replacement. Harvey Hollingsworth. Purchased on
Jan 26, Jan 31, I recommend. Because they are really great on parts fair price.. I can say that
this web. Pablo Lalvay. Purchased on Jan 20, Oct 18, Great product. Was an easy fit no hassle
would suggest to friends. Antonio Padro III. Purchased on Oct 03, Show More. Volkswagen Golf
Headlight Guides. How difficult is it to change the light bulbs of a Volkswagen Golf headlight?
Should both headlights be changed at the same time? Frequently Asked Questions. Can a new

HID light bulb be directly installed into a cars headlight? Helpful Automotive Resources. Why
are My Headlights Flickering? Driving with a flickering headlight can create unsafe conditions
on the road as they can create distractions not only for you but for other drivers as well.
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